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In this unique yellow Panda 4×4 tour, we will take you on a
circular one-day journey, that starts in Novi Sad, then goes
to the Fruska Gora mountain, throughout the Srem plain on the
side slopes of Fruska Gora – all the way to the river Danube
and then back to Novi Sad.

Indicative tour program:

7:30am  Gathering,  introduction  with  the  vehicles  and
short instructions
8am  Asphalt drive to Petrovaradin fortress and the city
of Sremski Karlovci
OFF ROAD drive all over Fruska Gora mountain with the
visit to monasteries, tv tower and monuments
Asphalt drive to the vine cellars with degustation of
Fruska Gora vine assortment, local cheeses and local
salamis -KULEN
OFF ROAD drive with breaks on amazing viewpoints with
coffee-time (all outdoors)



Lunch break at the vine cellars or a restaurant near by
Drive throughout the country roads and off-road drive on
the Fruska Gora slopes
raft-crossing over the Danube river
returning to Novi Sad

Tours starts:
All year long, depending on water conditions

Tour price is 175 € per 1 adults and 70 € extra per child, age
from 7 to 14 years old

Minimum 3 adults and maximum 8 adults

ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE INCLUDES NEXT ARTICLES:

Vine tasting with Fruska Gora appetizers (3 glasses of
vine and one appetizer plate per person)
Lunch with one bottle of mineral water per person (other
beverages will be charged separately)
Fiat Panda 4×4 car, prepared for the soft off-road drive
with a talkie walkie radio station
All the tickets and entry fees
All  the  fuel  needed  for  this  trip  and  the  guide`s
assistance
Tour leader /guide with its own Fiat Panda 4×4
a souvenir memento PANDAVVENTURA

All  not  nominated  in  the  above  list  and  the  package
description  is  not  included  in  the  price  of  the  tour.


